PHOTOS TO THE EDITOR

OLDE FLORIDA FLOOD
(No Hurricanes in 2006, but) “Ernesto only brought us 4 inches but that was at a time when the water table and lake levels were at their highest. We have had more than 20 inches since the storm that has us looking like this.”
– Darren Davis

Another superintendent from the Naples area (whose name escapes me at the moment) told me at the LCCC Tournament in November that he had recorded nearly 60 inches of rain from June to September 2006. And here in Orlando we’re reporting a 13-inch deficit for the year.
– Editor

THOUSAND-WORD IMAGE AT LAGORCE
Good morning, Joel. Life can sometimes be stressful for a superintendent, but there are rewarding times on the course that puts things back in perspective. I was riding the course Saturday morning and I came across this image and thought that you would enjoy it.
– Frank Sbarro, La Gorce CC

Thanks for sharing Frank. To paraphrase an old saying, “A picture is worth a thousand worries.”
– Editor